Premium Dental Lab, in co-operation with Dentsply Sirona, is proud to offer a native CEREC design service, giving you the ability to take full advantage of your in-house mill on those aesthetic cases that you’re not confident to design yourself. The workflow is as simple as this...

**STEP 1**  **Preop Photo and Intraoral scan**

While a digital design can look great on the computer, we want it to look great when the patient smiles. A good preop photo and intraoral scan (Biocopy scan at acquisition stage) goes a long way to helping with that! Take a photo (example right) that is:
- Full face (not just the mouth)
- Ensure the head is straight, not rotated left or right
- Big natural smile (ensure teeth are not biting together)
- Eyes parallel to the floor.

**STEP 2**  **Prep the teeth**

Ensure when preparing the tooth that you consider the material that you will use and ensure that the prep suits it in regards to minimal thicknesses, sharp edges, etc.

**STEP 3**  **Digital Scan**

Now it’s time to scan those preps. Ensure that you have good retraction so that the margins are clearly visible on the scan. This will ensure the best clinical result.

**STEP 4**  **Send to Premium Dental Lab**

Upload your photos and then send through the scan files and photos to Premium Dental Lab via the Sirona Connect Portal, with any other information you want to communicate to the lab. It’s an easy process that your DentsplySirona rep can easily walk you through.

**STEP 5**  **Receive, Mill and Finish**

Receive your scan back straight into your CEREC, and get milling! While it’s milling, sit back and enjoy all the benefits and cost savings of a CEREC without the stress!